MENTAL HEALTH AND PSYCHOSOCIAL SUPPORT
HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE IN UKRAINE AND NEIGHBOURING COUNTRIES

Resources in English, Hungarian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Polish, Romanian, Russian, Slovakian, and Ukrainian Version 2.0.

KEY RESOURCES


IASC MHPSS RG Assessment Guide. (IASC MHPSS RG, 2012).


E : English  U : Ukrainian  R : Russian  Ro : Romanian
H : Hungarian  L : Lithuanian  P : Polish  La : Latvian  S : Slovakian
**Group management plus (GROUP PM+):** Group psychological help for adults impaired by distress in communities exposed to adversity. (WHO, 2020).

**Problem management plus (PM+):** individual psychological help for adults impaired by distress in communities exposed to adversity. (WHO, 2016).

**How you can support your child during bombing? Tipsheet.** (CP AoR).


**Who is Where, When, Doing What (4W’s) in MHPSS: Service mapping Ukraine.** (Ukraine MHPSS TWG, 2021).


**Inter-Agency Referral Form and Guidance Note.** (IASC MHPSS RG, 2017).


**The Mental Health and Psychosocial Support Minimum Services Package (MHPSS MSP) - field-test version.**


**IFRC Ps Centre Resources.**


Overview of tools and resources for MHPSS during COVID-19.

UKRAINE MHPSS TECHNICAL WORKING GROUP

Ukraine MHPSS technical working group (MHPSS TWG) was created in October 2015 as part of the cluster system in Ukraine focused on relevant MHPSS activities and issues. At the moment MHPSS TWG is a cross-sectoral working group that works with focal points in each of the sectors and with accountability in sectors under health, protection, and education. MHPSS TWG is part of and guided by the global IASC Reference Group on mental health and psychosocial support in emergency settings (IASC MHPSS RG). Ukraine MHPSS TWG is co-chaired by WHO and IMC at the national level in Kyiv.

Ukraine TWG co-chairs contact: mhpss.twg.ukraine@gmail.com
Ukraine TWG resources: Ukrainian, English, Russian

To submit relevant resources missing from this overview or to request information please send an email to IASC MHPSS RG at: mhpss.refgroup@gmail.com.
To submit activities for the mapping of activities in Ukraine and neighbouring countries, please contact Valeria Florez at: valeria@mhpss.net with mhpss.refgroup@gmail.com in the copy.